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Implementation scheme for quantum controlled phase-flip gate through
quantum dot in slow-light photonic crystal waveguide
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We propose a scheme to realize controlled phase gate between two single photons through a single
quantum dot in a slow-light photonic crystal waveguide. Enhanced Purcell factor and large ␤-factor
lead to high gate fidelity over broadband frequencies compared to cavity-assisted system. The
excellent physical integration of this photonic crystal waveguide system provides tremendous
potential for large-scale quantum information processing. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2999588兴
The atom-cavity system has been examined as a critical
component for quantum information processing, including
demonstrations of the single photon source,1 two-qubit quantum gate operation,2,3 and entanglement generation.4 Using a
cavity to modify the local density of states 共LDOS兲, however, the qubit operation is typically limited to a narrow-band
spectral region, in addition to photon extraction, scalability,
and integrability issues that need to be carefully considered.
Alternatively, other possible mesoscopic structures to increase the LDOS include one-dimensional slow-light photonic crystal 共PhC兲 waveguides5 and surface plasmon
waveguides. Such systems have been theoretically proposed
recently to achieve single photon transistors and single photon sources.6,7 Remarkable observations such as enhanced
spontaneous emission8 and strong coupling seen in mesoscopic microcavities can also be ported into the PhC waveguide or nanowire system. For instance, signatures of spontaneous emission enhancement with ensemble quantum dots
共QDs兲 in a PhC waveguide have recently been observed.9 In
this Letter, we propose a system which consists of photonic
crystal waveguides and low dimensional semiconductor QD
for implementing the controlled phase-flip 共CPF兲 gate between two flying qubits. We further show that enhanced QD
emission into PhC waveguide mode provides high gate fidelity over broadband frequencies. Moreover, excitation of
waveguide mode and extraction of quantum dot emission are
extremely efficient in this system, and chip-scale integration
is possible.
For a PhC W1 waveguide, the dispersion diagram of the
fundamental TE-like propagation mode is shown in Fig. 1共a兲.
A divergentlike LDOS and slow group velocity for the fundamental propagating waveguide mode is seen for wavelengths near the PhC waveguide mode cutoff edge 关at 0.266
共c / a兲, where c is the vacuum speed of light and a is the
lattice constant of photonic crystal兴. Emission of an emitter
embedded in a PhC waveguide, at the field maximum of the
localized waveguide mode, exhibits a large spontaneous
emission enhancement proportional to 1 / 共vgVeff兲, where vg is
the group velocity and Veff is the effective mode volume per
unit cell for a PhC waveguide fundamental mode. Furthermore, a large propagation mode ␤ factor—probability of a
photon being emitted into a desired waveguide mode regardless of nonradiative decay of the emitter—is obtained
a兲
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throughout the entire propagation spectrum.7 Figure 1共b兲
shows a schematic of the system, with a three-level emitter.
The ground and excited states, 兩g典 and 兩e典, respectively, are
coupled via h-polarization photons 共corresponding to the
waveguide TE mode兲 with frequency wg. A metastable state
兩s典 is decoupled from waveguide modes but is resonantly
coupled to 兩e典 via a classical, optical control field with Rabi
frequency ⍀共t兲. Dynamics of the emitter operator − is described by Heisenberg operator equation
1
d−
= − − + i␦ew− + ain .
dt
2

共1兲

The waveguide output fields aout and bout are related to the
input fields by aout = ain + − and bout = bin + −. 1 / 
= 1 / SE + 1 / NR + 1 / ⬘ is the total decay rate of the emitter, in
which 1 / SE = PF/ 0 is the emitter’s spontaneous emission

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 PhC waveguide band structure within the TE-like
band gap. Both fundamental and a higher order mode are shown. Structure
parameters: r = 0.275a, h = 0.5a,  = 12 and a = 420 nm. 共b兲 Schematic of a
single incident photon interacts with a near resonant QD. 共c兲 Reflectance as
a function of normalized QD detuning frequencies for different normalized
PhC waveguide frequencies with QD NR = 100 and NR = 0. Inset: reflection coefficient 共real part and imaginary part兲 and phase when f = 0.2662,
NR = 100.
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using the 50:50 BS transformation matrix,12 the 兩h典A mode
and 兩h典B mode will gain a -phase difference with respect to
each other when they leave the Sagnac loop and we denote
Sagnac

Sagnac

this effect as 兩h典A → 兩h典A , 兩h典B → − 兩h典B. We note that the
optical paths and propagation loss for 兩h典 and 兩v典 components
can be stably tuned experimentally to be identical. All these
free space light paths can also be integrated onto a single
chip.
The implementation of the CPF gate between photons A
and B thereby consists of three steps in the protocol. We first
show, in ideal case, the initial and final states of the QDphoton system to illustrate the states evolution after each
step.

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Schematic setup of CPF gate with Sagnac loop.
共b兲 Gate photon loss as a function of normalized QD detuning frequencies
for CPF gate operated at different PhC waveguide frequencies with QD
NR = 100 and NR = 0. 共c兲 Gate fidelity for different detuning frequencies
and PhC waveguide frequencies 共NR = 100兲 共d兲 CPF gate fidelity as a function of normalized PhC waveguide frequencies with QDs NR = 100, NR
= 0 and NR = 0.10.

rate in the PhC waveguide 共where PF is the Purcell factor
and 1 / 0 is the emitter decay rate in bulk material兲, 1 / NR is
the nonradiative decay rate and 1 / ⬘ is related to the spontaneous emission into a continuum of radiation and/or leaky
modes. ␦ew and  are, respectively, the frequency detuning
and coupling coefficient between emitter and waveguide
mode, and  = 1 / 冑2SE. We use the calculated ␤ factors in
Ref. 7 关defined as ␤ = 共1 / SE / 1 / SE + 1 / ⬘兲兴 and consider the
QD 0 to be 1 ns, and the nonradiative decay to be subgigahertz at low temperature.10 Figure 1共c兲 shows the reflectance
R共=兩r兩2 = 兩bout / ain兩2兲 as a function of normalized QD detuning
frequencies. The waveguide frequencies f are normalized to
c / a. Figure 1共c兲 shows that the reflectance curve is spectrally
broadened with maximum reflectance close to unity when
the waveguide mode approaches slower group velocities.
Nonradiative recombination of the QD as a loss mechanism
is also shown here for the case of NR = 0, where the maximum reflectance peak is decreased. The inset of Fig. 1共c兲
shows numerically calculated reflection coefficient when f
= 0.2662. It indicates that r ⬇ −1 when the QD is on resonance with the waveguide mode with a slow group velocity
of ⬃c / 154. An input photon is nearly perfectly reflected by
the single QD, and simultaneously gets a -phase shift.
Similar reflection properties have also suggested in surface
plasmon nanowires,6 and Ref. 11 describes the ideal waveguide case.
Based on the QD-PhC waveguide system described
above, we can adopt the protocol of Duan and Kimble 共see
Ref. 3兲. However, here we consider a more compact schematic setup as shown in Fig. 2共a兲 to realize a CPF gate between input photon A 共target qubit兲 and input photon B 共control qubit兲. Generally the input photon state A or B can be
described as 共兩h典 + 兩v典兲 / 冑2 and, after the polarization beam
splitter 共PBS兲, only 兩h典A mode or 兩h典B mode enters at the
50:50 beam splitter 共BS兲 and couples into the PhC waveguide from both sides simultaneously. After traveling
through the Sagnac loop, the photon recombines at the BS
and exits the system from the same port it entered. Moreover,

共1兲 First we initialize the emitter in ground state and apply a
control field ⍀共t兲 simultaneous with the arrival of single
photon B. The control field 共properly chosen to be impedance matched13兲 will result in capture of the incoming single photon while inducing QD state flips from 兩g典
to 兩s典:
兩h典B兩g典QD → 兩vac典B兩s典QD,

兩典B兩g典QD → 兩v典B兩g典QD ,

共2兲

where we used 兩vac典B to describe the h-polarized B photon after storage.
共2兲 Next we send photon A into the system. Only when
emitter is on ground state 兩g典 will the QD-waveguide
system reflect photon 兩h典A and introduce a -phase shift
on this photon simultaneously. The whole system will
result in four possible states as follows below:
兩h典A兩vac典B兩s典QD → 兩h典A兩vac典B兩s典QD ,
兩v典A兩vac典B兩s典QD → 兩v典A兩vac典B兩s典QD ,
兩h典A兩v典B兩g典QD → − 兩h典A兩v典B兩g典QD ,

共3兲

兩v典A兩v典B兩g典QD − 兩v典A兩v典B兩g典QD .
共3兲 Finally we can choose the same ⍀共−t兲 to drive the emitter from 兩s典 back to 兩g典, and retrieve single photon 兩h典B
as a time reversal process of 共1兲. The retrieval process
can be expressed as 兩vac典B兩s典QD → 兩h典B兩g典QD. The retrieval photon generated in PhC waveguide is exactly
the same as the input photon in 共1兲, but it will get a
-phase change when it leaves the BS.
兩h典A兩vac典B兩s典QD → − 兩h典A兩h典B兩g典QD ,
兩v典A兩vac典B兩s典QD → − 兩v典A兩h典B兩g典QD ,
− 兩h典A兩v典B兩g典QD → − 兩h典A兩v典B兩g典QD ,

共4兲

兩v典A兩v典B兩g典QD → 兩v典A兩v典B兩g典QD .
After these three steps, the state of input photons can
thus be described by
兩典initial = 兩h典A兩hB典 + 兩v典A兩h典B + 兩h典A兩v典B + 兩v典A兩v典B
⇒兩典ideal = − 兩h典A兩h典B − 兩v典A兩h典B − 兩h典A兩v典B + 兩v典A兩v典B .

共5兲

This ideal photon state evolution demonstrates the completed
implementation of controlled phase-flip gate operation. The
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emitter is not entangled with the photon states and returns to
the original ground state after the gate operation.
We emphasize the importance of the Sagnac loop in our
scheme. Because QD emission couples into both left- and
right-propagation waveguide modes, if we have incident 兩h典A
mode only from one side of the waveguide in step 共2兲, we
cannot combine these two modes later into a single output
without loss because they are entangled with the QD. The
advantage of using the Sagnac loop here is to remove the
entanglement between the waveguide left- and rightpropagating modes and the QD, by having 兩h典A mode incident from both sides of the waveguide. Thus we can get
single output −兩h典A 共when QD state is 兩g典兲 or 兩h典A 共when QD
state is 兩s典兲.
Furthermore we discuss the storage and retrieval process
in steps 共1兲 and 共3兲. We need coherent storage and retrieval
of a single photon 兩h典B and the store/retrieval efficiency degrades the quality of the control phase gate. In our case, the
optimal storage strategy in 共1兲 is splitting the incoming pulse
and having it incident from both sides of the emitter simultaneously, which is the time reversal process of a single photon generation. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the incoming pulse shape and the optimal field ⍀共t兲.
The retrieval process in 共3兲 is time reversal process of the
storage process in 共1兲 and both efficiencies are theoretically
determined by the calculated reflection/transmission
coefficient.6,14 Reversible transfer of coherent light to and
from the internal state of a single trapped atom in a cavity
has already been demonstrated in experiment15 and the efficiency could improve up to 90%.
Next we consider nonideal cases which include frequency mismatch between emitter and waveguide mode,
nonradiative decay of the emitter, experimentally achievable
values of low group velocities, as well as photon storage and
retrieval efficiency. We include in Fig. 2共b兲 all the above loss
mechanisms and experimental limitations into the photon
loss during the gate operation. Not surprisingly the gate loss
decreases to very low level when we operate at the slow-light
PhC waveguide frequencies and the gate loss increases when
the nonradiative decay of the QD is comparable to the radiative decay. Fidelity of the CPF gate, described by
兩具ideal兩actual兩典兩, measures the difference between the actual
output photon state and the ideal 关Eq. 共5兲兴 state. We note that
the PhC waveguide mode propagation loss and the insertion
loss do not decrease the gate fidelity. Figure 2共c兲 shows how
the QD-waveguide CPF gate fidelity changes with normalized frequency detuning ␦ew / 共1 / 0兲 and waveguide mode
frequency. In addition, in Fig. 2共c兲, the decrease in the gate
fidelity with increasing frequency mismatch indicates the requirement of the input photon frequency 共waveguide mode
frequency兲 to be on resonant with the QD transition. However, the frequency matching here is not as stringent as the
cavity cases because of the broad spectral range of the propagating PhC waveguide mode. Figure 2共d兲 shows the QDwaveguide CPF gate fidelity as a function of PhC waveguide
mode frequencies 共on resonance with QD兲. When f = 0.2662,
g ⬇ c / 154 have been measured experimentally.16 Spontaneous emission rate is enhanced by PF= 30 and leads to ␤
factor nearly 0.998 for a QD located at the field antinodes
with the same dipole orientation as the mode polarization.7
The reflectance peak is as high as 0.988 and leads to a gate
fidelity up to 0.9999 with NR = 100. When f = 0.2827, the PF

tends toward 1 with normal waveguide group velocity yet
gate fidelity remains above 0.96. Although the Purcell factor
is very low in this case, the reason of the high fidelity is that
the QD emissions into free space or other leaky modes are
highly suppressed inside the PhC band gap and the onedimensional waveguide, and thus we have a large ␤ factor
共⬎0.9兲 maintained throughout the waveguide mode spectral
range 关⬃10 THz from Fig. 1共a兲兴. Compared to cavityassisted schemes in which Lorentzian shape resonance features are involved, the gate operation bandwidth in
waveguide-assisted system is much larger. For example, as
long as the QD transition is within ⬃2 THz 共15 nm兲 above
the waveguide cutoff frequency, our scheme always gets fidelity greater than 0.99 as well as gate loss smaller than 0.18.
Moreover even with a QD with 50% quantum yield 共NR
= 0兲, the gate fidelity still remains higher than 0.9 within
⬃2 THz bandwidth. Combining the contribution both from
Purcell factor and large ␤ factor, our QD-PhC waveguide
system has a distinctive advantage compared to cavityassisted schemes by relaxing the frequency matching condition by approximately two orders of magnitude or more.
In summary we have proposed a scheme to realize quantum control phase-flip gate between two photons through
photon-QD interaction in a PhC waveguide. Strong optical
confinement and low group velocity in PhC waveguide contributes to the high gate fidelity 共⬃0.99兲 over a tremendous
broadband region 共⬃2 THz兲. In our scheme, excitation and
extraction can be extremely efficient and chip-scale integration is possible. All these advantages show QD-PhC waveguide system is very promising to be a critical component in
quantum information processing.
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